
Flashback Sound 
HATSUNE MIKU 
 
Umikaze ni yureru 
Yawarakana kimi no kami ni 
Tada mitoreru koto sae mo 
Dekinaku Naru 
Kaerimichi no kooen no 
Benchi wa yuuhi ni tsutsumareteru 
Zutto utsumuiteta kimi ga 
Futo tsubuyaku “arigatou…” 
 
Kimi ga kureta egao no wake 
Mada boku niwa wakaranain dakedo 
Kirei sugite kanashisoo na 
Saigo no egao ga ichiban suteki datta 
 
Yagate sora no iro ga 
Aoiro ni somatte yuku 
Annani hayakatta kana? 
Mune ga tsumaru 
Moshimo toki wo tomeru nara 
Mahigai naiyo kono isshun 
Kimi no kokyuu wo kanjiteru 
Kono kyori ga, itoshikute 
 
Kimi ga kureta egao no wake 
Mada boku niwa wakaranain dakedo 
Mabataki sae dekinai hodo 
Saigo no egao wa utsukushikattanda 
 
Ahhh!, hakugo shita kimochi ga 
Kuzuredashi soda, “sorejane..” to 
 
 
Aruki dashita kimi ga fuini 
Furimuki zama mise ta sono egao wa 
Kirei sugite kanashi sugite 
Demo tabun kitto wasure rarenai 
 
Kimi ga kureta egao no wake 
Mada boku niwa wakaranain dakedo 
Mabataki sae dekinai hodo 
Saigo no egao wa utsukushikattanda 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Your soft hair is swaying in the sea breeze 
I can’t be taken in it any longer,  
even just be 
 
On our way to return 
The benches in the park is enveloped in the sunset, 
You’ve been looking down  
and now suddenly mutter, “Thanks..” 
 
I can’t catch on yet why you gave me a smile, 
Still your smile,  
the last smile was so beautiful and kinda sad 
It was the best smile 
 
The sky is being dyed with the blue by and by, 
I didn’t know it changed its colour so fast, 
I get choked up 
 
Could I stop the time, 
Surely, I would stop this moment, 
Cause I’m holding this relationship, dear 
The touchy relationship where I feel your breath 
 
 
I can’t catch on yet why you gave me a smile, 
Still your smile, the last smile was so beautiful 
And I even forgot to wink my eyes 
 
Ah, I know what’s coming, 
But my mind is about to collapse, 
“Bye for now…” you said 
 
 
You started to walk, 
And suddenly gave me a smile over your shoulder, 
It was so beautiful, it was so sad 
It never fades away in my heart for sure 
 
I can’t catch on yet why you gave me a smile, 
Still your smile, the last smile was so beautiful 
And I even forgot to wink my eyes 


